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Editorial

The Biochemistry Analysers showcase offers a greater involve-
ment in the In-Vitro Diagnostic market & is relied upon to de-
velop in the upcoming years. The global market for in vitro diag-
nostics (IVD) products was $60. 3 billion in 2015 and expected 
to be $81.1 billion by 2020 at a compound annual growth rate 
(CAGR) of 6.1%.The North America drives the worldwide IVD 
items advertise all through the period, worth $24.6 billion of 
every 2014. The market is required to reach $29.4 billion of ev-
ery 2020 from $25.3 billion out of 2015 expanding at a CAGR 
of 3.1%. The Asia is the quickest emerging region of worldwide 
IVD advertise with a CAGR of 12.9% from 2015 to 2020.The 
market is worth $15.3 billion of every 2015 & is required to 
reach $28.2 billion by 2020.The Worldwide Molecular Biology 
industry includes a differing scope of firms occupied with the 
advancement of Pharmaceuticals, Bug Safe Yields & Biofuels, 
among different items.

The Molecular Biology strategy showcase is relied upon to 
achieve USD 13.1 billion by 2025,an extraordinary ascent in 
the appropriation of undesirable ways of life has prompted an 
upsurge in the predominance of perpetual sicknesses,&for ex-
ample, diabetes & growth,which is dared to drive the Molecu-
lar Modelling demonstrating systems,advertise amid the gauge 
time frame.Also expanding drug opposition combined with the 
high medication steady loss rate is inciting the prerequisite for 
broad Research & development exercises, which is attempted 
to help the reception of molecular biology strategy in the med-
ication revelation & improvement process.The Worldwide Mo-
lecular Biology market size was esteemed at USD 5.77 billion of 
every 2016 & is relied upon to witness a CAGR of 19.0% amid 
the conjecture time frame.

Key Discoveries from Recent Studies of Molecular Biology & 
Biochemistry

Determination Market Research figures that the worldwide 
Organic Chemistry analysers advertise is ready to develop 
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from almost US$ 3,200 million in the year 2017 to about US$ 
4,700 million before the finish of 2024. This speaks to a CAGR 
of 5.5% over the conjecture time frame. The worldwide market 
for organic chemistry analysers speaks to an incremental dollar 
chance of about US$ 1,500 million in the vicinity of 2016 and 
2024.As per the most recent market think about, the world-
wide Biochemistry analyser advertise is anticipated to develop 
to USD 13,340.13 million by 2021, at a CAGR of over 6% over 
the estimate time frame Worldwide interest for Clinical Chem-
istry items is anticipated to increment 2.8% every year to $19.7 
billion out of 2021.

The Next Generation Sequencing market is now one of medic-
inal services bigger markets, assessed at$5.3 billion-dollars in 
2017. The worldwide Molecular Biology market size was es-
teemed at USD 5.77 billion of every 2016 and is estimated upon 
to witness a CAGR of 19.0% during the conjecture time frame. 
Increment in look into exercises by end clients has been one of 
the key elements in charge of the surge popular For Molecular 
Biology Enzymes, Kits & Reagents. Increment in look into exer-
cises by end clients has been one of the key variables in charge 
of the surge sought after for Molecular Biology Enzymes, Kits & 
Reagents.

Global Growth & Total Revenue in Market Research

The Global Molecular Biology industry includes a differing 
scope of firms occupied with the advancement of pharmaceu-
ticals, bug safe yields and Biofuels, among different items.In-
come for the business has become in the course of recent years 
and worldwide interest in Molecular Biology has expanded re-
liably,with a great part of the additional R&D spending piped 
into restorative applications went for giving consideration to 
the maturing worldwide populace. The business is required to 
keep flourishing throughout the following five years, with the 
Asia-Pacific area making noteworthy speculations to pick up a 
solid footing in the market.The aggregate income on molecular 
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biology& bi biochemistry field is around $312bn and it has en-
countered a yearly development of 9.2% in the vicinity of 2010 
and 2015.Though the fields of Agriculture, Pharmaceuticals and 
Medicine has commanded the aggregate offer with 175 and 110 
Billion separately and with a development rate of 4.4 and 5.4. 
The worldwide Biomarkers market will be esteemed at $24.10 
Billion in 2015. It is relied upon to develop at a CAGR of 13.58% 
to reach $45.55 Billion by 2020

Top to bottom research give an account of the world’s major 
provincial economic situations, concentrating on the funda-
mental districts (North America, Europe and Asia-Pacific) and 
the principle nations (United States, Germany, joined Kingdom, 
Japan, South Korea and China).

Scope and Importance of Molecular Biology & Biochemistry

The Central Dogma of Molecular Biology is the place where 
DNA creates RNA & RNA manufactures protein.The main objec-
tive for the conference is to create bond between researchers 
of Biochemistry & Biotechnology. During 19th century, because 
of high requirement for various chemicals such as ethanol, 
butanol, glycerol, & acetone & so on, the industry associated 
to fermentation technology is developing rapidly.The current 
development in fermentation process by its interaction with 
chemical has given rise to new era. Large fabrication of proteins 
& enzymes can be implemented by applying bioprocess tech-
nology in fermentation. Relating to the standards of science, 
science, and building sciences, forms are flourished to devise 
substantial amounts of synthetic compounds, anti-toxins, pro-
teins, and chemicals in a thrifty way. This promoted the division 
of Molecular Biology into disparate areas such as Agricultural 
Molecular Biology, Medical or Pharmaceutical Molecular Biol-
ogy, Industrial Molecular Biology & Environmental Molecular 
Biology.

Biochemistry deals with the science of living organisms and their 
organic procedures. Biochemistry is widely employed in Clinical 
Diagnostics, Pathology, Physiology, Nutrition, Nursing, Pharma-
cy, Laboratory Procedures, Industry & Agriculture etc.,This field 
of science causes one comprehend  the real chemical & bio-
logical concepts in both plant & animals.In the course of the 
most recent many years of twentieth century, biochemistry has 
turned to be so successful in explaining living processes that 
in current generation almost all areas of the life sciences from 
botany to medicine to genetics are successfully occupied with 
biochemical research. Along these lines, it is actually a dynamic 
and exciting science that contributes vital data to a large por-
tion the subjects in Biology, Physiology, Genetics, Medicine, Nu-
trition, Agriculture & Immunology; practically all of the primary 
specialties on the life sciences.

Why to Attend?

It is the second greatest city in Japan and the thirteenth great-
est city on the planet,with a masses of around 10.5 million peo-
ple Osaka is an expansive port city and business fixate on the 
Japanese island of Honshu. It is known for its advanced engi-
neering, nightlife and generous road nourishment and it’s best 
attractions incorporate the Osaka Aquarium Kaiyukan, Osaka 
Castle, Universal Studios Japan, Dotonbori, Tennoji Zoo, Osaka 
Science Museum, Tempozan Ferris Wheel, Nakanoshima Park, 
Tsutenkaku, Kuromon Ichiba Market and the cutting edge Float-
ing Garden Observatory.The sixteenth century shogunate Osaka 
Castle, which has experienced a few rebuilding efforts, is its pri-
mary verifiable historic point. It’s encompassed by a canal and 
stop with plum, peach and cherry-bloom trees. Sumiyoshi-tai-
sha is among Japan’s most established Shinto holy places.De-
cember is the best time to visit Osaka, Japan which brings for 
the most part cool, dry, late harvest time days. While it will feel 
discernibly cooler, with high temperatures averaging 12°C and 
medium-term lows of 4°C, a warm coat is generally bounty to 
keep you agreeable outside.

Glance at Global Genomics Market:

The global market for genomics is expected to reach USD 22.1 
billion by 2020, growing at an estimated CAGR of 10.3% from 
2014 to 2020, according to a new study by Grand View Research, 
Inc. Genomics play an imperative role in the field of infectious 
disease testing by enabling the use of fast and effective result 
rendering molecular diagnostic tests. This, coupled with grow-
ing prevalence of infectious diseases and hospital acquired in-
fections is expected to drive market growth during the forecast 
period. Other driving factors for this market include decreas-
ing prices of DNA sequencing, increasing demand for genome 
analysis in animal and plant feedstock, extensive presence of 
both private and public external funding programs and grow-
ing patient awareness levels. In addition, presence of untapped 
growth opportunities in emerging countries such as India, Brazil 
and China and the increasing health awareness are expected to 
serve this market as future growth opportunities.

Genomics based diagnostics dominated the overall market in 
terms of revenue at 36.4% in 2013 majorly owing to the pres-
ence of a relatively larger number of R&D programs. Genomics 
based personalized medicine segment on the other hand is ex-
pected to grow at the fastest CAGR of over 12.0% from 2014 to 
2020 due to increasing demand for population based therapeu-
tic solutions and subsequent increase in R&D initiatives.

Major Biochemistry & Molecular Biology Associations around 
the Globe
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• The American Society for Biochemistry and Molecular Biolo-
gy

• European Federation for Clinical Chemistry and Laboratory 
Medicine

• Japan Society of Clinical Chemistry (JSCC)

• Australian Society Biochemistry and Molecular Biology

• Asia-Pacific Federation for Clinical Biochemistry and Labora-
tory Medicine (APFCB)

• Belgian Society of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology

• International Federation of Clinical Chemistry and Laborato-
ry Medicine

• Spanish Society for Clinical Biochemistry and Molecular Pa-
thology

• American Society of Gene Therapy

• European Federation of Molecular Biology

• American Genetic Association

• Molecular Biology and Biological Research Council (UK)

• European Association of Pharmacy  Molecular Biology

Top Societies & Associations Associated With Biochemistry & 
Molecular Biology

• World Association for Chinese Biomedical Engineers

• Chinese-American Chemical Society

• The Hong Kong Medical Association

• The Chinese Society of Biochemistry & Molecular Biology

• Chinese Chemical Society

• Chinese Society for Cell Biology

• Genetics Society of China

• Association of  Bio molecular Resource Facilities

• Biochemical Society

• Biology Association

• Association for Molecular Pathology      

• Biology Graduate Students Association

• Emirates Medical Association

• Khalifa Centre for Genetic Engineering

 Top Universities in Japan

• Osaka University

• University of Tokyo

• Kyushu University

• Tohoku University

• Nagoya University

• Kyoto University

• Hokkaido University

• Keio University

• Tokyo Institute of Technology

• Kobe University

• Okayama University

• Waseda University

• Hiroshima University

• Kanazawa University

• University of Tsukuba

Top Universities in USA

• Harvard University

• University of California

• University of Washington

• Stanford University

• Duke University

• Brown university

• Clemson University

• Yale University

• Wright state university

• University of Maryland

• Massachusetts institute of technology

• Johns Hopkins University

• University of Cambridge

• University of oxford

• Columbia University
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• Cornell University

Top Universities in Europe

• Carinthia University of applied sciences

• Wageningen University

• University of Gothenburg

• European university Cyprus

• University of oxford

• University of Cambridge

• University college London

• The University of Manchester

• King’s college London

• Moscow state university

• Sapiens university of Rome

• University of Groningen

• University of Pavia

• Sabanci University

• Lund University

• University of Westminster

• University of padova

Top universities in Asia       

• National university of Singapore

• University of Hong Kong

• Kaist - Korea advanced institute of science & technology

• Hong Kong University of science and technology

• Seoul national university

• The University of Tokyo

• Osaka University

• Nan yang technological university, Singapore

• The Chinese university of Hong Kong | peiking university

• King Saud University

• Alexandria University

• University of Khartoum

• Cairo University

• American university of Beirut

• Mansoura University

• Kuwait University

Conclusion

International Conference on Molecular Biology & Biochemistry 
comprises all the aspects of Modern Molecular & Cellular Bio-
chemistry. It also acts as a tool to examine and to study Molec-
ular Biology, deals with the structure, function and interactions 
among biological macromolecules by controlling information 
flow through biochemical flagging and the stream of substance 
by Metabolism, Biochemical Processes give rise to the complex-
ity of life.
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